Cooperation Plan of “The Great Curriculum of Intellectual Property in Electronics Information Industry”

Based on the doctrine of openness, the curriculum welcomes enterprises and any relevant organizations to be our partner, the cooperation methods are as follows:

1. Being the strategic partner of the curriculum, offering the sponsorship fees and enjoying the following benefits:
   
   (1) Build the network curriculum jointly, decide the content of courses together and make special platform between relevant departments.
   
   (2) Build the entity curriculum jointly and make a 30-minutue keynote speech in every curriculum.
   
   (3) Build the enterprise curriculum jointly and make one special curriculum according to the demands of the enterprise which can enter into the enterprise, held openly or held openly through the internet.
   
   (4) Make several special interview or report according to the demands of the enterprise.
   
   (5) Attend the four entity curricula and share the relevant information freely.

2. Being the significant partner of the curriculum, offering the sponsorship fees and enjoying the following benefits:

   (1) Build the entity curriculum jointly and make a 30-minutue
keynote speech in two curriculums.

(2) Build the enterprise curriculum jointly and make one special curriculum according to the demands of the enterprise which can enter into the enterprise, held openly.

(3) Make one special interview or report according to the demands of the enterprise.

(4) Attend the four entity curricula and share the relevant information freely.

3. Being the partner of curriculum, offering the sponsorship fees and enjoying the following benefits:

(1) Build one entity curriculum jointly and make a 30-minitue keynote speech in one curriculum.

(2) Make one special curriculum according to the demands of the enterprise.

(3) Share the relevant information freely.

(4) Attend the four entity curricula freely but the participants should be limited to two.
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